Memories of Yom Kippur War
Weapon training begins
VICTOR NEUMAN

In this eight-part series, the author
recounts his life in Israel around the
time of the 1973 Yom Kippur War.
The events and people described are real
but, for reasons of privacy, the names
are fictitious.
Part 4: Training Day
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e were two or three
days into the war and
the news was chilling.
Egypt had overrun the
defences along the Suez Canal and
was pouring into the Sinai. Syria had
breached the outposts in the Golan
and was within striking distance of
Tiberias. We were in shock to think
that, a scant six years after the pummeling of the Six Day War, these
countries were able to go to war again.
I think the nation was in disbelief
as well. Soldiers, in large numbers, had
been sent home to observe Yom Kippur with their families. The government had effectively demobilized
much of the Israel Defence Forces prior to the attack. The trust in Moshe
Dayan and Golda Meir would never
be the same.
At first, the response of the average
Israeli was cocky. Tamar thought the
attack was stupid. “We beat them in
six days … now it will be five.” Then,
as the news came in, the optimism
vanished. Kibbutzniks came around
to ask me if I was tuned in to the
BBC. They didn’t trust the government to give them the truth of what
was going on. It was wartime after all
and, at such times, every involved government lies through its teeth. There
was not much to listen to, though.
Everything was so sudden that the
international news services hadn’t
caught up with what was going on.
Then Gidon came by. The next
day, I was to receive weapons training along with three other volunteers
who had just enough Hebrew to say
“Halt! Who goes there? Who are
you? Stop or I’ll shoot.” The basic
wartime jabber.
I don’t recall ever being asked if I
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wanted to join the fight. As a candidate for kibbutz membership, it was
a given that I would step up and do
anything required to help. And so it
was. This was now my home and
these people were my family. Not doing everything I could was never a
question in my mind. But, truth be
told, to me the fighting seemed far
away and unreal and I had no real
sense of personal danger. More oblivious than brave might be the way to
put it.
Next day, the four of us and Gidon
met in a field behind the kibbutz.
Gidon had set up a target that consisted of a plywood board on two metal rods that were banged into the
ground. There was a rise behind the
target to stop the bullets from straying.
On a table to the side, he had
weapons. There was an Uzi, a bipod
sniper rifle and three Second World
War relics. Gidon apologized for the
older guns, saying they were there just
to give us the hang of things and he
expected we would have better
weapons soon. But, first, he addressed
us with a sombre face.
“As you know, our kibbutz is located on Wadi Ara. This valley connects the West Bank territories to the
coast of Israel. The military tells me
that, if Jordan enters the war and
opens a third front, there is a good
chance they will come right down
Wadi Ara and we are the first Israeli
settlement past the West Bank. If
that happens, I am told, we have to
hold out for six days without help
from the army. They are fully occupied in the Golan and the Sinai and
will not be able to help us until they
have solved their problems over there.
Are we understanding?”
“We are,” we all said, a little unenthusiastically. I was thinking, “Worst
pep talk ever, Gidon!”
Then came the practice shooting
and I learned stuff that no graduate
in English literature needed to know.
When sniping with a rifle, lie flat
with elbows well anchored. The right
leg should be extended back in a line

with your rifle and your body to absorb the shock of the recoil. Your left
leg is splayed out to the left for stability. Don’t breathe, take aim and
squeeze the trigger. Our accuracy was
rough, then better. But my main recollection is the kick of those rifles. We
were basically lying in fine dirt and,
when the round went off, the force
pushed our whole body two or three
inches backwards. The movement after every shot caused a small cloud of
dust to rise up around us and we had
to wait a moment before we could see
well enough to shoot again.
An Uzi has 32 rounds in its clip.
The sliding switch by your thumb has
three positions: safety, single shot and
automatic. Gidon told us to forget
about the first two positions. In battle,
you had to be quick. You had to be
in automatic mode and learn to shoot
from the hip without aiming. The
dumbest thing you could do was to
hold the trigger down. Doing that
would empty your clip in three seconds and the recoil would twist your
arm and body up and to the right.
Gidon taught us that we had to
squeeze off short bursts of around
three rounds, see where they hit and
adjust accordingly.
Our shooting with the Uzi was fairly awful. Shooting from the hip is
really tricky. There were puffs of dust
halfway up the hill behind the target,
in the dirt just metres in front of us,
way off to the left and right of where
we were trying to aim. I thought the
safest place to be on that range was
standing in front of the target.
I had a little better luck than the
rest. High with the first burst. Low
with the second. Then I adjusted
again and hit the target with a burst
that knocked the whole thing over.
That evening, Gidon marched us
into one of the bomb shelters and gave
us all our assigned Uzis. Then he
showed us how to disassemble them.
We had to disassemble and reassemble
our Uzis over and over again until we
could do it in a matter of seconds. We
were feeling pretty good about ourselves until suddenly Gidon turned
off the lights and we had to do the
whole thing in pitch dark. A bomb
shelter, of course, has no windows.
So, when the lights are out, you might

as well be spelunking in the world’s
deepest cave. We eventually learned
to do it using only our sense of touch.
Training ended and so did my date
nights in the banana fields with
Tamar. She was needed elsewhere and
I was approved for carrying a weapon,
so I was on my own for going out to
the fields at night and dealing with
the irrigation. A scary business. Alone
in the dark, banana trees making the
fields look like a jungle, shadows
everywhere and the possibility of
infiltrators from the West Bank. I felt
like I never breathed until I was in the
Willis, job done and heading back to
the kibbutz. Back at the kibbutz, I
signed in to prove I was still alive.
Sometimes I even looked at my own
signature to make sure.
When I returned to our flat at 2
a.m., Tamar would be fast asleep. In
another world, my girlfriend would
leap out of bed and throw her arms
around me, overjoyed at my safe
return. Tamar would half-waken and
say, “Shalom, shalom sweetie,” then
go back to sleep. And I understood.
It wasn’t that she didn’t care about
me. This was Israel. The Yom Kippur
War was not their first rodeo.
(Next Time: Night Guard Duty) ‹

began to recognize that individuals
who were kindest to him were often
members of the very cultural groups
he demonized. After a gang brawl
where Galloway was nearly killed, he
saw compassion in action.
“I ended up in a hospital and I’m
lying on the table and a doctor walks
in and he’s an Orthodox Jew. I’m lying there with a swastika shirt on,
blood all over me, thinking this guy
should not help me. I do not deserve
to be helped at all right now.... I felt
like I was a terrible person and I didn’t
feel I deserved this person’s time,” said
Galloway. “He did not mention anything about me. He just did his job
as a doctor and provided me exactly
what I needed. That moment made
me start to think about all these dif-

ferent times when minority communities had been good to me.”
Since the racist rally in Charlottesville, Va., in 2017, Life After
Hate has been inundated with requests for help. About 300 new cases
have opened, about half of which are
people trying to leave the movement,
the other half family seeking help to
extricate their loved ones.
Cpl. Anthony Statham, one of
two members of the RCMP’s B.C.
Hate Crimes Unit also spoke, outlining the legal strategies employed
to fight extremism.
McAleer’s book, The Cure for
Hate: A Former White Supremacist’s
Journey from Violent Extremism to
Radical Compassion has just been released by Arsenal Pulp Press.

Victor Neuman was born in the former Soviet Union, where his family
sought refuge after fleeing Poland during
the Second World War. The family immigrated to Canada in 1948 and Neuman grew up in the Greater Vancouver
area. He attended the University of
British Columbia and obtained a BA
and MA with majors in English literature and creative writing. Between 1968
and 1974, he made two trips to Israel,
one of which landed him on a kibbutz
at the time of the 1973 Yom Kippur
war. Upon his return to Canada, he
studied Survey Technology at BCIT and
went on to a career of designing highways
for the Province of British Columbia.
When he retired, he reconnected with
his roots in creative writing and began
writing scripts for Vancouver Jewish
Folk Choir concerts and articles for the
Jewish Independent. Neuman and his
wife, Tammy, live in southeast Vancouver and enjoy the company of friends,
their extensive extended family and their
four sons.
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a childhood friend who was involved
in the white power movement.
“I was looking for an identity,” said
Galloway. “I was looking for something to belong to, something that I
can call my own. He gave me the
chance. We’ll give you brotherhood,
we’ll back you up, we’ll be there for
you … some sort of pseudo-support
network which never, never came to
fruition. They never provided any of
those things for me.”
Like McAleer, it was fatherhood
that made Galloway realize his extremism was putting his family at risk.
He also reflects on compassion he
received from police and others during his time in the far-right.
“Why do these people care about
me?” he wondered, adding that he

